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Note on restart.
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Restart Group:

- Pulling together critical elements required for a safe and lasting restart of the economy
A lot of great work being done in different departments, this group is meant to break down
silos, identify and unlock blockages early and ensure timely execution of key deliverables.
integration with the PTs is critical — DPM and IGA will be fully integrated

- likely to be false starts in some provinces, how do we at federal level ensure we are adaptable
and supportive

Principles: Joint statement on shared public health approach, Special advisory committee
recommendations released criteria and indicators.

Restart group meant to ensure we get the meat on the bones to those principles and recommendations.
Setting specific targets, timelines, who is responsible,

Key Deliverables:

Testing strategy — goal, who gets tested (4 groups: all symptomatic, all close contacts of
positives, vulnerable groups and front line workers, random sampling), resourcing to get there.
Neil Yates — secretariat

- Contact Tracing — app (design, PTs, rollout), resources (human labour — volunteer hub),
appropriate timelines for contact tracing (24hrs?)
Protecting vulnerable (LTC and seniors) — federal support

- Immunity Taskforce
- PPE

o for the restart — non health sectors that are re-opening
o addressing future needs — planning for second surge

• Understanding of private/provincial stockpiles
o building a reserve inventory for future urgent specific acute needs
o Domestic production

- Guidance to workplaces —
o harmonized occupational health and safety approach across Canada
o sector and scenario specific guidelines
o operating across multiple jurisdictions

- Procurement resource- match making across sectors
Data needs

- Internal government restart including Parliament hill employees (MPs as employers)
- Transportation regulations

Borders
- Vaccines
- Advertising and communication

Assessing readiness of sectors for restart — Bains council.
Income supports getting out of the lockdown
Interprov travel non-essential — how to handle

Who: Brett, Rick, Olivier, Ben, Jeremy, Bud, Sabina, Sarah H/Ryan, Justin To. Invited for specific
meetings: Leslie C, Matt, Labour, Seniors,


